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The chapter's structure is the following: Incremental evolution is defined in section 2 and the basic guidelines for successful fitness function definition are enumerated in evolutionary and co-evolutionary experiments. In section 3 the problem of hunting (and evading predator) in an environment that requires to avoid obstacles as well is presented. This problem requires combination of techniques as it requires various behavioral elements. Section 4 describes the setup of the experiments, regarding environmental elements, robotic sensors and actuators, robotic neural controllers and the genetic algorithm. It is also analyzed what challenges poses this environment compared to an empty arena and the cases of contradicting readings of the various sensors (the perpetual aliasing (Whitehead & Ballard, 1991) and poverty of stimulus problems). Sections 5 and 6 present the results of the various experiments defined in section 4. In section 5 the behavioral elements that can be observed by looking at five best individuals are described while in section 6 the data taken from fitness (instantaneous and master) evaluation are presented in order to validate hypotheses made. Section 7 concludes the chapter and future work is proposed in section 8.
Incremental evolution
The first problem that faces every evolutionary procedure is the so-called bootstrap problem: in the first generations of evolution, where best individuals are mainly an outcome of random generation, it is quite unlikely that individuals shall evolve to get an adequate fitness score that can discriminate them from the rest of the population. Incremental evolution can cope with this kind of problems by describing a process of gradually (incrementally) hardening the evolutionary problem. This can be achieved with various ways a) By directly linking the generation number to the fitness function, e.g. add more desired tasks to the overall fitness evaluation. b) By making the environment harder as generations pass, e.g. add more obstacles in a collision free navigation task. c) In the commonly used case of evolutionary neural training, train the network for one task and then use the final generation of the first pass as the initial generation to train the second task. Nolfi and Floreano (2000) have stated that while incremental evolution can deal sufficiently with the bootstrap problem, it cannot operate in unsupervised mode and violates their principal of fitness definition being implicit. As the supervisor must define every step of the process, evolution cannot run unsupervised and scale up to better and unexpected solutions. This argument confines the usability of incremental evolution to small, well-defined tasks. While this is a drawback for the theoretical evolutionary robotics, that visualize evolutionary runs that can go-on for millions of generations and produce complex supersets of behaviors, while being unattended, real robotic problems encourage the incorporation of small behavioral modules in larger, man-engineered schemas. These modules can be produced using several methods and evolutionary algorithms are as good as any. Togelius (2004) invented a method called incremental modular in which he defined modules in subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1999) . The interconnection between modules was predefined and fitness evaluation proceeded for the whole system, while neural network evolved simultaneously.
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Guidelines to design successful fitness functions
Designing the proper fitness function is fundamental for the success of the evolutionary procedure. While Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and other evolutionary methodologies work as optimization methods for the given fitness function, the definition of the proper function for the task at hand requires a lot of work. In previous article (Mermigkis & Petrou, 2006) we have investigated how the variation in the fitness function can produce different behaviors while the other parameters (network architecture and size , mutation rate, number of generations and epochs) remain the same. In evolutionary systems, it has been stated that fitness functions should be as simple as possible (implicit) and describe the desired behavior rather than details about how to be achieved (behavioral). It is also better to calculate the fitness based only on data that the agent itself can gather (internal). This allows the evolutionary procedure to continue outside the pre-defined environment of the initial experiment and continue the evolution in real environments where external measurement isn't possible. These three qualities have been summarized by Nolfi and Floreano (2000) in the conception of fitness space.
Incremental evolution and coevolution
Several research groups have pointed out that evolving two species one against each other is a form of incremental evolution which falls into case (b) of the previous paragraph: If the competing species is considered part of the environment for the one species, then the progress of its fitness is considered hardening of the environment for the opponent and vice versa. This could work flawlessly if there hadn't been the phenomenon of cyclic rediscoveries, both reported in evolutionary robotics (Cliff & Miller, 1995a , 1995b , 1995c , Floreano and Nolfi, 1997 and evolutionary biology (Dawkins, 1996) . Cyclic rediscovery, also known as red queen effect, is the tendency of competing species to develop qualities of previous generations in later stages, because these qualities can cope better with the opponent of the current generation. While several methodologies have been proposed to overcome this problem, such as hall of fame tournaments, the problem still exists in nowadays implementations.
Hunting in an environment that contains obstacles
The Predator -prey or hunt situation has been explored by different research groups (Mermigkis & Petrou, 2006) , (Cliff & Miller, 1995a) , (Floreano & Nolfi, 1997) , (Buason & Ziemke, 2003) , (Haynes & Sen, 1996) using different methodologies. However, in most cases the environment (or arena) of the experiment has been an empty space confined by walls with no obstacle contained within. In previous work (Mermigkis & Petrou, 2006) we explored the possibilities of such an experimental setup and watched the emergence of different kinds of behavior (and behavioral elements such as evasion, pursuit, lurking or pretence). In this paper we shall try to conduct the hunt experiment in an arena that contains square objects ( Figure 1 ) and see how the emerging agents cope with this situation. 
Need for simulation
The experiments concern the co-evolution of two simulated Khepera robotic vehicles. One vehicle (predator) evolves trying to catch the opponent (prey) while the prey's evolutionary target is to wander around the arena avoiding collisions with obstacles and the predator.
YAKS (Yet another Khepera Simulator) (Carlson & Ziemke, 2001 ) has been adopted to simulate the robotic environment. The reason why simulation has been used is time restrictions: In the following chapter several experiments are conducted that last for 500 generations of 100 individuals. This leads to many hours of experiments that have to be spent and simulation is the best way to a) parallelize the conduction of experiments by spreading to several PCs and b) simulation is in general faster than conducting the experiment with real robots. On the other hand, various research groups (Carlson & Ziemke, 2001) , (Miglino et al., 1995) , (Jacobi et al., 1995) have shown that it is possible to evolve behaviors in simulation that can easily be transferred to real robots in few more evolutionary runs.
Experimental setup

Calculating fitness
Experiments are conducted in the arena depicted in figure 1. Fitness is evaluated in 4 epochs of 200 simulated motor cycles. In every epoch the two agents switch starting positions in order to eliminate any possible advantage by the starting position. The Evolutionary algorithm (EA) adopted is a simple Genetic Algorithm (GA) applied on Neural Networks (NN) of fixed architecture. Christensen and Dorigo (2006) 
Agent Hardware and Neural Controllers
The simulated Kheperas originally used the 8 infrared sensors and a rod sensor. The rod sensor is a kind of camera of 10 pixel resolution that can locate other agents equipped with rods. It is assumed that the rods are high enough so that the rod sensor can detect a robot even if there is a wall or other obstacle in the middle. In order to strike out accidental contacts between the vehicles we define that contact is made if the predator robot touches the prey with the central front part (prey must be in the 4 th or 5 th pixel of the predator's rod sensor). The rod sensor however doesn't return any info about how far the other vehicle is, only the relative angle of the two. It is possible that if the two vehicles are in the opposite sides of an obstacle, then rod sensor indicates opponent's presence and infrared sensors indicate contact with something. While there have been studies (see (Nolfi & Floreano, 2000) chapter 5 for a comprehensive review) that show that simple NNs can differentiate between objects based only on IR sensory patterns, it is possible that the agent's controller cannot tell whether there has been contact with the opponent vehicle or an obstacle. For this reason we have conducted another series of experiments in which we have added light sources on top of the simulated vehicles. This way the vehicle can detect the proximity of an opponent by using the 8 ambient light sensors. Also, since the desired behavior has two distinct elements (collision free movement and evasion-pursuit) we have experimented with a simple NN with a hidden layer of 4 recursively interconnected neurons and with recurrent connection on the output neurons, and a NN that contains a hidden layer of two modules (modular architecture). Each module consists of a decision neuron and 4 value neurons recurrently connected to each other. Hidden neuron values are propagated to the output neurons only if the decision neuron has a positive activation value. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the networks used in this experiment. The input layer of both networks contains one bias neuron that has fixed activation of 1.0 and neurons that map the several sensory inputs scaled so as the minimum value is 0 and the maximum 1.0. Hidden layer and output layer neuron activation function is the sigmoid www.intechopen.com function while the decision neurons use the step function. Hence, the value y j of output neuron j at time step t is given by equation (1)
Where d M is the activation value for the decision neuron of module M (if defined), x i the value of input i, b j the bias value for neuron j and w ij the various weights for forward and recurrent connections. 
Evaluating co-evolution
5.1 Qualitative data in co-evolution Two elements that are very common in co-evolutionary situation, both in evolutionary biology and evolutionary robotics are the arm-races and the cyclic rediscovery of strategies (a phenomenon commonly known as the red queen effect). The arm-races mean that as generations pass, opposing species constantly alter their strategies in order to beat their opponents. Arm-races can be depicted in instantaneous fitness graphs as oscillations which happen because a strategy x 1 that can beat an opposing strategy y 1 cannot beat strategy y 2 >y 1 . Since evolutionary algorithms slightly change winning strategies, the x 2 strategy that competes against y 2 is more likely to loose. Cliff and Miller (1995b) validated this phenomenon in robotic simulation experiments and concluded that the instantaneous fitness graphs are not adequate to show the progress of coevolving populations. Instead, they proposed the CIAO (Current Individual vs. Ancestral Opponents) graphs. A CIAO graph is a grid of pixel where pixel (x,y) contains a color representation of the fitness score of species A generation x competing against Species B generation y. In an ideal arms-race, an individual x 2 >x 1 that can beat an individual y 2 >y 1 should also be possible to beat y 1 as well, leading to CIAO graphs similar to Figure 4a and 4b. However both in nature and robotics this doesn't happen. It is possible that y 2 looses to x 1 . This means that it is likely that y 1 will re-appear as y 3 >y 2 in order to compete against x 1 that reappears as x 3 . This way y 2 will reappear again and the circle continues, leading to the phenomenon of cyclic rediscovery of strategies. CIAO graphs that correspond to the emergence of cyclic rediscovery have the tartan pattern similar to figure 4c. In order to reduce the Red Queen effect's impact, Nolfi and Floreano (1998) proposed the Hall of Fame tournament: Fitness of and individual x of Species A must not only be calculated against opponent of just the previous generation but also against more ancestral opponents. Ideally, fitness should be calculated against all ancestral opponents, in what Floreano and Nolfi call the Master tournament. However, such an evaluation can make the evolved task too hard and paralyze the evolutionary process, as no viable solution can be found. In the experiments presented here, fitness has been evaluated against previous generation best opponent (tournament depth 1) and against the champions of the previous 10 generations (tournament depth 10).
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Since CIAO graphs can give only a rough icon of the evolutionary process, Floreano and Nolfi have proposed the Master Fitness measurement, which is the average fitness of an individual against opponents of all generations.
Methodological approaches of the Predator-Prey experiment
In order to evolve his virtual creatures, Sims (1994) conceptualized the idea of two populations competing against each-other. He experimented with various competition combinations (All vs. All, All vs. best of previous generation, random selection of opponent from previous generation) and concluded that the all vs. best schema could give the best results. Although he didn't analyze the dynamics of the evolutionary process per se, he reported that "interesting inconsistencies" could be reported, referring to similar agents evolving again. On the contrary, Cliff and Miller (1995a , 1995b , 1995c ) studied co-evolution of predator and prey simulated robotic agents giving emphasis on game-theoretical and methodological aspects. Floreano & Nolfi (1997) , Nolfi and Floreano (1998) , conducted similar experiments in real and simulated Khepera robotic miniatures and shown that the Red Queen Effect can be partially anticipated by calculating fitness against more ancestral opponent and not only the last one. This methodology provides more stable behaviors. They also experimented with arenas containing obstacles and drawn conclusions regarding the emergence of static behaviors like obstacle avoidance and how this affects the co-evolutionary process. Floreano et al. (2001) have also studied the possibility of neural networks that modify the synapses in runtime using Hebb rules, instead of the commonly used gene-coded synapses. They concluded that Hebbian modified neurons (or plastic neurons, as they call it) allow the predator to include a wider repertoire of behaviors. Apart from the coevolutionary methodology (evolving population against the opponents best ancestors), the predator prey experiment has been handled using conventional evolutionary methodology. The most popular variation is that the predator behavior is evolved against prey of standard controller. E.g., Haynes and Sen (1996) used Genetic Programming (GP) to evolve a team of predators against a prey that had a hand-coded controller. Shultz et al (1996) conducted a variation of this experiment where the predator robots (here called the shepherds) tried to lead the prey (here sheep) into a predefined place in the arena (the corral). Potter et al. (2001) extended this experiment by adding another robotic agent (the fox). This experiment has rich dynamics as there are multiple objectives that must be optimize by the evolutionary process. Similar methodology has been used by Nietschke (2003) who evolved neural controllers for simulated Khepera vehicles if predator groups trying to immobilize a prey agent. The prey agent uses static obstacle avoidance controller while the predators could either share the same genotype, or evolve in parallel. The paradigm of coevolving populations has been shown (Nolfi & Floreano, 1998) to give better solutions than the single evolution of predator behaviors. It also allows for game-theoretical assumptions to be made. However, the main disadvantage is the large number of fitness evaluations that need to take place using this methodology: Regarding the tournament's depth, the method needs 2xdxG evolutionary runs, where G is the number of Generations and D the tournaments depth. Furthermore, if the experiment includes a third robotic species (i.e. the fox) or heterogeneous robotic teams, the fitness evaluation becomes too much complicated. Other groups have issued the best combination of individuals to test against. Rosin and Belew (1996) have proposed the method of Shared Sampling in which not only the best individual but also individuals with rare genotypes are preserved in each generation.
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Frontiers in Evolutionary Robotics 402 Stanley and Miikkulainen (2004) and Gomez and Miikkulainen (1997) have conducted coevolutionary experiments of Battle for food and Predator-Prey in an arena with obstacles respectively. They have used a methodology that evolves not only the network weights but the architecture as well.
Results and Findings
We have conducted experiments using various agent setups: A. recurrent neural network, B. recurrent network with ambient light sensory input, C. neural network that contains a hidden layer of two modules (modular architecture) with ambient light inputs. For the three combinations we have tried the following experimental setups: 1. Fitness function (FF) of hunt experiment, defined by equations (4), where T is the total duration of the experiment and T C the Time-to-Contact. Initial populations are randomly generated.
2. Prey's fitness function is a combination of collision-free navigation and evasion, as seen in equation (5) Equation (5) describes obstacle avoidance elements that favour forward movement, since the element (v 1 +v 2 -1) has value of -1 in case of full backward motion (v 1 =v 2 =0). We tried another variation where the element v 1 +v 2 -1 was replaced by its absolute value |v 1 +v 2 -1| in order to include the possibility of backward motion but didn't observe the emergence of backwards motion (in prey robot). Hence, we didn't measure this case (of favouring backwards motion). 3. Using equations (4) , but with initial population being the last population of a previously run GA aiming to evolve collision free navigation with FF given in equation (5).
Behavioural elements -strategies and trajectories
From the methodological point of view, an easy mistake would be to present strategies categorized by the various fitness functions or vehicle controller. Since the task at hand and the environment is common, the successful solutions will be similar for all cases. As can be seen by observing the produced behaviours, the problem to solve for both agents is complex and includes several distinct stages. A prey must scan the area avoiding been close to predator. The predator's problem has 2 distinct phases: First the predator must have www.intechopen.com
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a strategy to approach the prey and then adapt the relative position to make the "strike". These two elements are not necessarily combined as can be seen in figure 5 where predator is near the prey but cannot strike it. When conducting experiments in an empty arena, it was a common strategy for the prey robot to adopt backwards motion. Another dominant strategy was circular motion in wide circles in order to locate the opponent, a strategy adopted by both predator and prey. Figures 6a and b show trajectories corresponding to the above mentioned strategies.
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Predator's strategy also always included the rotate-on-spot tactic where the predator rotated until rod-sensor indicated prey in the visual field. The obstacles of the arena pose new challenges to the evolutionary procedure. Moving in open circles is not a strategy that can consistently be followed as the obstacles will interrupt the open circle. granted fitness for being in motion, prey can achieve fitness simply by staying immobile. And since predator's fitness, in case 1 doesn't include any navigation elements, it is likely that bootstrapping problems will appear as in early generations the fitness of the predator remains 0. Figure 9 . Prey hiding behind the obstacle. When predator tries to approach, stumbles in the upper corner of the obstacle Figure 10 . Conventional pursuit -evasion tactics. Contrary to previous examples, predator is based more on the rod sensor to locate the prey than to landmarks and ambient light readings
The evolutionary procedure has however found ways not only to produce obstacle avoiding strategies but also to use the obstacles in various ways. Figure 7 shows how can obstacles be used as landmarks to guide the predator near the prey: As prey wanders in the area confined by the two square objects, predator uses obstacles as landmarks to be guided in the www.intechopen.com
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prey chamber. Figure 8 shows a variation of this strategy, where predator follows the outer wall of the arena to encircle the prey. Another interesting strategy that utilizes obstacles is adopted by the prey: When fitness doesn't explicitly prevents contact with an obstacle, it is quite common to see the prey vehicle collide in the lower corner of an obstacle and monitor the above free area. In this way, the predator robot cannot approach successfully. Figure 9 shows this form of hiding. It is also the only tactic that can prove effective against a predator that has developed collision free navigation. Another parallax is adopted by the predator that sticks to an obstacle's corner waiting for the prey to pass near by. Conventional strategies like seeking or pursuit are shown in figures 10a and 10b.
Poverty of stimulus
Rod sensor readings are confusing for both agents as they indicate the position of the opponent but doesn't indicate if there are obstacles in the way. It has been mentioned above that this can cause agent to consider collision with opponent while they have collided with and obstacle. Introducing the ambient light readings changes totally the way agents react. In all variations with ambient light readings, the agents use the rod sensor less, while depending on arena landmarks, internal dynamics and light readings to navigate upon or away the opponent. Also, using ambient light allows the predator to have more options in the "strike" phase of pursuit. It has been observed in cases where predator contacts the prey back-to-back, that using light reading it rotates on spot and strikes the prey. If light sensors are not used, it this case the predator navigated away from the prey. It has also been observed that the modular neural network architecture evolution produces more awkward behaviours for both agents. This is a common problem is evolutionary robotics: When a certain architecture can solve a problem, adding more elements in the phenotype produces a larger genotype space (Harvey, 1997) that is harder for the evolutionary algorithm to optimize.
Measuring and evaluating
Observation of the produced behaviours is the most interesting part of an evolutionary experiment and the most revealing concerning the ability to evolve behaviours and solve problems with minimal resources (naive neural architectures, poor and noisy sensory inputs such as the IR sensory inputs). Yet, there is always need to have qualitative metrics of an experiment to be able to monitor the emerging evolutionary dynamics. Measuring co-evolutionary experiments is, as mentioned before, more difficult than measuring static evolutionary ones. Instantaneous fitness cannot show much about the progress of the experiment, as evolving sophisticated behaviours on one species causes fitness drop on the other. Master fitness, on the other hand is the common denominator of all behaviours, but can be very low (compared to instantaneous fitness levels) when a specific strategy that can beat all opponent strategies cannot be found. Figure 11 shows instantaneous fitness variation for predator and prey in experimental setup 1 (simple prey fitness function form).
www.intechopen.com Instantaneous fitness shows that the environment is totally favourable for the prey, as best individual's instantaneous fitness seldom is lower that 0.95, especially in tournament 1 depth. Figure 12 shows the instantaneous fitness variation in experiment 1A in an arena with obstacles and another without obstacles. While the comparison in figure 12 shows a distinctive advantage for the prey robot, the waveforms are similar which seems that the same dynamics that can be monitored in a simple predator-prey setup (no obstacles) can be found when obstacle avoidance must also emerge. Figure 11 partially proves the poverty of stimulus hypothesis as the predator that used the ambient light sensor gathers more fitness. It also seems that the modular architecture didn't cope well with the problem. The reason is that since the gene space is larger, it takes more generations and bigger population sizes to cope with the problem at hand. Master fitness function comparison can show whether this is a general case for the coevolutionary experiment or simply the co-evolutionary dynamics have changed. Figure 13 shows the comparison for experimental setup 1 and figure 14 for experimental setup 2.
Figures 13 and 14 don't show a clear supremacy of setup B (plain NN -ambient light sensors) by comparing predator's master fitness in each case. In prey's master fitness we see that the corresponding deterioration is clearer, which means that this particular setup is more favourable for the predator agent. Modular architecture seems to have the worst score in both agents. Figure 14 shows also that predator's fitness is higher in general when prey's fitness incorporates the obstacle avoidance element. The explanation for this is a common problem of evolutionary robotics: When separate behaviours must evolve in parallel in an agent, evolution can paralyze in early generations by lack of useful lifetime experiences. In garbage collecting task Nolfi (1997) and Ziemke et al. (1999) faced this problem since in early generations the Khepera agent didn't encounter objects in order to evolve the gripper handling behaviour. The solution to that was to program the simulator to put an object in front of the agent in the first generations. In the previous section we saw that when prey's fitness doesn't favour obstacle avoidance and navigation in the arena, the favourable strategy for the prey was to stay immobile in the initial location or rotate on spot. This way it evaded being detected by predator agent's rod sensor. By forcing the prey to move around, useful rod sensory reading are generated for the predator causing master (and instantaneous) fitness to rise. The ascending trend in both predator's and prey's master fitness can be explained by the emergence of more refined obstacle avoidance. Figure 15 seeks to give an answer to the initial question of the experiments presented in this chapter, which incremental evolution method is the best for the predator-prey task in the arena with obstacles. By comparing the master fitness variation of all setups (excluding the modular architecture which was proved inappropriate for the task) it seems that regarding predator emerging behaviours, fitness definition 2 gives the best results.
Conclusions
The possibility to provide an experimental framework for evolutionary biology and evolutionary game theory are the main strengths of the coevolutionary methodology. E.g.,
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Frontiers in Evolutionary Robotics 410 Cliff and Miller (1995a) rationalized the usability of co-evolutionary experiments with robotic agents in order to explain natural phenomena such as the emergence of protean behaviours in animals that usually are prey to others. By conducting experiments with simulated robots they were able to reproduce the phenomenon as it progresses and proceed with a game-theoretical analysis. As can be seen by the large number of corresponding publications in artificial life and evolutionary biology, evolutionary robotics greatly interacts with these areas. The question whether coevolutionary methodology is capable of providing better robotic controllers than conventional evolutionary methods is quite hard to answer. First and foremost, the motivation behind coevolutionary experimentation is more to mimic biological procedures than produce competitive robotic behaviours. However, even when there are no optimistic results, co-evolution has the methodological advantage of being open-ended by achieving gradual complexification of the competing agents. The experiments presented in this chapter proved that combination of behaviours can be done in competitive coevolutionary situations. The results (for the predator agent) were poor, something that can be explained by the fact that the two evolving strategies were controversial: One sought maximization of IR readings at some point (when contact with prey was made) while the other sought minimization of IR readings (collision avoidance). The predator's fitness has been extensively used as it shown variation across generations, something that was not the case for prey's fitness, which was high due to environmental advantage. Adding more sensory input improved the performance of the predator and the coevolutionary dynamics in general, while the hand made modular architecture proved poorer than the simple recurrent network. The architectural evolution of neural controllers is something that must be further investigated: the experiments have shown that the architectures shown were under qualified to cope with the complexity of the combined tasks. However, in the experiments presented here, it was possible to see strategies like hiding or lurking emerge. In such strategies, the agent collided with an obstacle and then escaped by changing the direction of movement. Similarly, in many cases it was possible to observe the obstacles being used as landmarks to help the predator navigate towards the prey's initial location. Using landmarks, the predator didn't need to use the rod sensor except for the final phase before contacting the prey. This way the rod sensor reading that were confusing (as seen in section 4.2) when the prey was behind an obstacle were negated.
Future Work
This line of experiments has left open the point of what could be an optimal network architecture for problems of increasing complexity. Several researchers have conducted experiments in which the neural architecture was subject to change, either in genotypic (variable length GAs) (Harvey, 2001) , (Husbands et al., 1998) , or phenotypic (by using some developmental process during lifetime) level (Michel, 1997) . Also, the ability to train the neural network during lifetime use delta or Hebb rule must be investigated. Apart from the robotic controller internals, it is of great interest to study co-evolutionary experiments that include more that two species of species teams, clonal or aclonal. Experiments in these areas have shown the emergence of communication with or without dedicated channels (Quinn, 2001) or stigmergic collaboration (Caamano et al., 2007) . By combining this feature with the multi-objective nature of multi-team situations, many interesting features can be studied, especially in the behavioural level.
